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Our trip to 
Agios Nikolaos

In days 23rd to 29th we were 
in Greece on a Erasmus+ 
project. The city that we 
went to was called Agios
Nikolaos. We were with four
other schools from all 
Europe like Romanian 
school and two Turkish 
schools. It was a great time 
for all of  us.



23rd April

(Sunday)

We started our trip in 

Warsaw Airport. At 10.30am 

we flew to Athens. After that 

we travelled to Heraklion (a 

city near Agios Nikolaos). 

And then at 9.00pm we went 

by bus to our hotel in Agios 

Nikolaos. It was a very tiring

journey, but it was also fun.



24th April (Monday)

• On the first day we visited the city of  Agios
Nikolaos. We made a tour around the city using a 
sightseeing mobile application. When we arrived at a 
viewpoint we took pictures and sent them to the app. 
Later when we got to the final destination we could
decode the password. It was so fun. Later we visited
KOUNDOUREIOS Municipal Public Library. In the 
afternoon we went to a restaurant with all partner 
students and teachers. We had gyros and some other
Greek specialities. 



25th April

(Tuesday)

• On that dat we went to the 
capital of  Crete, Heraklion. 
The first stop was the 
Natural History Museum of  
Crete. We participated there
in a workshop on virtual
reality - part of  a project to 
bring the knowledge of  
cave-dwelling bats to a wider
audience. We also visited 
Knossos and Aquarium. It 
was so interesting.



25th April (Tuesday)

Then we saw an exhibition on both optical and 
visual illusions. The exhibition covered topics on 
how the sense of  sight works, the colors and how

humans perceive them and also how to trick 
human eyes. We also had the opportunity to 

familiarize ourselves with the basic principles of  
behavior during an earthquake in a symulator.



25th April (Tuesday)

After the MHSC workshops, we traveled to the 
ruins of  the Minoan palace of  Knossos. We visited
this one of  the most famous archaeological sites in 

the world with a guide and using 3D software 
installed tablets. The program allowed us to look

into non-existent rooms, to imagine the size of  this
huge building of  Minoan civilization and the basis
for the myths of  the Labyrinth, Minotaur, Icarus.



25th April

(Tuesday)

Later we visited the Cretan

Aquarium. One of  the largest 

centers providing the 

opportunity to learn more about 

the nature of  the Mediterranean 

Sea, containing about 2,000 

specimens from more than 100 

species of  Mediterranean 

creatures.



26th April

(Wednesday)

• In the morning at school we 
showed our presentation about the 
education system in Poland. aWe 
also participated in workshops on 
how to make holograms and 
overviewed applications for 
displaying images on VR goggles
dedicated to handsets. In the evening 
we participated in a car rollover
simulation, which showed us how
important it is to drive safely.  



27th(Thursday)

• On that day we went to 

the "Plaka" beach. After

walking around the village

and its lovely beaches, we 

went by motorboat to the 

nearby island of  

Spinalonga, which used to 

be an isolated colony for 

lepers.



28th (Friday)

• We went by car to see the 
mountains near Neapoli, we 
visited Elounda village and there 
we ate traditional Greek food. 
We saw the lake, where the 
canoe races are orgonized and 
we saw old mills, which were
used to produce flour. After this  
trip we came back to Agios 
Nikolaos for sightseeing and 
shopping in the afternoon. In 
the evening there was an option 
for a night walk in Agios 
Nikolaos.



29th (Saturday)

• On this day we went back 
home. It was an early wake 
up at 6:30 a.m. and then we 
ate our last Greek breakfast. 
Then we went to the airport 
by bus to catch our flight to 
Athens. We had three hours 
stop in Athens’ airport and 
flew further to Warsaw to 
meet with our families. The 
journey will stay in our 
memories forever. It was a 
great adventure.
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